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Today, if we are to look for an academic to give advice
on economic development and policies on either side of the
Taiwan Strait, Professor Lawrence J LALIof the Stanford
University will certainly come to mind. Indeed, Professor Lau,
whom we honor today, has been an active adviser and
commentator on Chinese economic development and policies
since economic reform began in China in 1979. He is also a
Research Adviser of the Chung-Hua Institution for Economic
Research in Taipei. Professor Lau's academic achievement
epitomizes the attainment of international eminence by the
great intellectual talents that Hong Kong is able to produce.
Upon graduation from St. Paul's Co-educational College
in 1961 with flying colors, young Lawrence Lau entered
Stanford University, where he received his BS degree in Physics
and Economics, with Great Distinction, in 1964. Later he
received the degrees
of MA and PhD in Economics from the
University of California at Berkeley. He began his academic
career upon joining the faculty of the Department of
Economics at Stanford as an Acting Assistant Professor, and
advanced up the ranks, becoming an Associate Professor in
1973 and Professor of Economics in 1976. In 1992, he was
named the first Kwoh-Ting Li Professor of Economic
DeveloDment at Stanford.
From 1992 to 1396, Professor Lau served as a Co-Director
of Stanford's Asia/Pacific Research Center. He was the Director
of the Stanford Institute for Economic Policy Research from
1997 to 1999. The Center was founded in January 1997 to
foster empirical and theoretical research on the economic
problems of developing economies and economies in
transition. He is also a Senior Fellow of the Center for Research
on Economic Development and Policy Reform within the
Institute and a Senior Fellow of the Hoover Institution and
the Institute for International Studies at Stanford University.
Professor Lau is a world renowned economist
specializing in economic theory, development and growth,
applied microeconomics, econometrics, agricultural and
industrial economics and the economies of East Asia,
including China. Currently he is researching on the theory
and empirical analysis of production and technological
change, economic growth of industrialized and newly
industrialized countries and the econometric model of China.
For his outstanding achievement, he was honored as a Fellow
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of the Econometric Society-a distinction rarely achieved by
Chinese scholars in economics.
Much of Professor Lau‘s work provides an interesting
perspective and analysis of the so-called Asian Miracle. In his
studies on the economies of East Asia, he demonstrates the
relevance of productivity analysis and economic measurement.
What is the basis for the rise of the GDP in many of these fast
growing economies?Is it because of national and international
investment, low labor cost, a hardworking labor force, higher
production efficiency, or technological progress? How do
Asian countries measure up to the US in this productivity
analysis?Professor Lau and his collaborators (Jong-I1Kim and
Jung-Soo Park) were the first to show that there has been no
technical progress in all of the four East Asian newly
industrialized economies-Hong Kong, South Korea,
Singapore and Taiwan in the postwar period. Today‘s
graduands however should take note that they also confirmed
the capital-augmenting nature of technical progress. Perhaps
in another decade, HKUST graduates, armed with the
knowledge base mastered here, could exercise your talents,
and drive Hong Kong’s Innovation in Technology initiative
to technological and economic success. Professor Lau
developed one of the first econometric models of China in
1366 and has continued to update his model since then. His
analysis o n the economy of China provided another
perspective in the debate on the sensitive issue of the US trade
balance with China. As China evolves into becoming a major
powerhouse in international trade, the relevance of
Professor Lau’s research will take on greater importance.
Professor Lau is the author/editor of two books and more
than 150 articles and notes in professional publications. He
has served and continues to serve on editorial boards of
numerous professional economics journals. He is a member
of the Academia Sinica, an Overseas Fellow of Churchill
College, Cambridge, and an Honorary Member of the Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences. His academic expertise is also
instrumental in aiding many commercial enterprises, taking
him to serve as the Director of the Bank of Canton of California
and other corporations. When you next visit San Francisco,
take a look at the 17-story Bank of Canton of California
Building at 555 Montgomery Street, and the 21-story Federal
Reserve Bank of San Francisco Building at 88 Kearney Street.
Professor Lau had a guiding hand in their development.
Mr Pro-Chancellor, 1 have the honor to present to you,
on behalf of the University, Professor Lawrence J Lau, KwohTing Li Professor of Economic Development at Stanford
University, and Academician,for the degree of Doctor of Social
Sciences honoris causa.

